UNIFORM
The High School Community in consultation with the school Principal and endorsed by the Parents and Citizens
Association have determined that the school has a dress code that students are required to adhere to.
The Education (General Previsions) Act 2006, Section 360 Development of dress code indicates that:
A State school’s principal may develop a dress code for the school’s students that is to apply when the students are attending, or representing, the school.
The dress code may provide for the following:

 standards of what is acceptable in relation to the clothing worn by the students, including headwear and footwear;
 standards of what is acceptable in relation to other aspects of the personal presentation of the students.

The Act makes provision for the principal’s powers in relation to students who do not comply with the dress code. They include:
If a student of a State School does not comply with a dress code for the school’s students, developed under section 360, the school’s principal may only impose
one of the following sanctions:

 detention of the student for a period mentioned in section 283 (3);
 prevent the student from attending, or participating in, any activity for which the student would have been representing the school;
 prevent the student from attending, or participating in, any school activity that, in the reasonable opinion of the school’s principal,
 is not part of the essential educational program of the school



Boys





Senior
Formal
Girls



Boys





Junior
Formal




White business style shirt with school logo
Plain black tailored shorts to the knee with school logo or black tailored full length
pants (cargo pants or jeans not permitted)
Short plain white or black socks only
School tie
White business style shirt with school logo
Purple pleated skirt (mid-thigh to knee) or black tailored full length pants (cargo
pants or jeans not permitted)
Short plain white or black socks only
School tie
White business style shirt with school logo
Plain black tailored shorts to the knee with school logo or black tailored full length
pants (cargo pants or jeans not permitted)
Short plain white or black socks only



White short-sleeve blouse with revere collar and band with school logo on pocket
Purple pleated skirt (mid-thigh to knee) or black tailored full length pants (cargo
pants or jeans not permitted)
Short plain white or black socks only

Senior




Senior polo shirt and black shorts with North logo
Short plain white or black socks only

Junior




Junior polo shirt and black shorts with North logo
Short plain white or black socks only

Girls

Sports
uniform
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HAT - A school cap is available for purchase from the school. All students are expected to wear a hat/cap for
physical activity.
SHOES - Shoes should be plain black leather or vinyl shoes covering the foot to below the ankle. The table to the
left indicates the shoes expected to be worn.
NOT PERMITTED: white shoes are not permitted as well as
fabric/canvas shoes, ballet slipper style shoes, coloured shoes
or laces, thongs, sandals, open weave shoes etc must NOT be
worn.

JUMPER/ JACKET - Plain black zip-up jumper with school
logo (no patterns, other colours or wording) or school
blazer.
LONG PANTS - Plain black tailored pants (full length) for
formal uniform (jeans/cargo pants not permitted) or plain
black tracksuit pants with sports uniform.
JEWELLERY
For safety, health and practical reasons, the following
guidelines are to be adhered to: Jewellery must be kept to a
minimum with no sharp or raised edges.
 Small studs or small sleepers in ears
 One wrist watch
 One small bracelet
 One small ring
 No visible necklaces or anklets
Any readily visible items of facial jewellery must be securely covered or be clear plastic. Unacceptable jewellery
will be confiscated and may be collected by parents/guardians from the school office.
MAKE-UP AND HAIR
Whilst wearing make-up, finger nail polish or hair colouring is not specifically banned, the wearing of such should
not detract from the school uniform or how students are perceived within the wider school community. ‘Neutral’
hair colouring, ‘natural’ nail polish and ‘natural’ make-up ONLY is permitted. Students with inappropriate hair
colour or hair style e.g. Mohawks, will face school sanctions as set out in the Education (General provision) Act,
2006. Students with excess make-up will be required to remove it. Given the danger of long term exposure to
the sun there is no concern with students wearing a natural skin colour foundation, especially if it is SPF rated.
KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER
 If students do not have the correct uniform on they should bring a note to the office explaining the
reasons.
 No brand names/patterns etc should be visible.
 No contrasting coloured tops/t-shirts should be worn under the school uniform.
 Jeans/Cargo pants are not acceptable.
 Only flesh coloured or black stockings are to be worn with the school skirt only.
 Underwear should not be visible.
The wearing of uniform for all students is mandated. Should there be a financial reason parents are unable to
provide a student with a uniform, they should contact the Principal so alternative arrangements can be made.
UNIFORM SUPPLY
The North Bundaberg State High School uniform can be purchased at;
Lowes Bundaberg
Stockland Sugarland Shoppingtown
Shop 309, 115-119 Takalvan Street
Bundaberg
Ph (07) 41513948
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